Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is the generalization to the hyperbolic and elliptic spaces of the isoperimetric inequality of Banchoff and Pohl (J. Differential Geom. 6 (1971), 175-192).
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Equality holds only for one or several coincident circles, each traversed in the same direction a number of times. The authors also generalized the result to arbitrary dimension and codimension.
In this paper we show that a similar result is valid for compact oriented manifolds immersed in either the hyperbolic or the elliptic space. In §2 we obtain a generalization of formulae (4.7) and (4.8) of [1] in any n-dimensional Riemann-space of constant curvature by using some known formulae of integral geometry [3] . In §3 we show that the results of Banchoff and Pohl [1, §3] are valid without change in the hyperbolic and elliptic n-dimensional spaces. In §4 we obtain a general expression for the main result of Banchoff and Pohl [1] , which can be stated as: Let W denote the hyperbolic, elliptic, or euclidean n-dimensional space with H(r) being sh r, sen r, or r, respectively. Let M be a compact oriented manifold of dimension m and f:M-* W" be an immersion of class C2. For (x, y) £ M x M let r(x, y) denote the chord length from f(x) to f(y) and let dVx, dV2 denote the volume elements on M at x and y, respectively. Let //"_",_!" denote the Grassmann manifold of all (unoriented) (n-m-l)-planes in W" (parallel planes are not identified), and let \dHn-m-X<n\ denote its invariant measure. For h £ H"_m_x n let ±k denote the linking number of h with /. Then:
where Lm denotes the surface volume of the unit m-sphere and Km, " is a constant, which depends only on m and n . Equality holds only for one or several coincident spheres with coincident orientations or (m = 1) one or several circles each traversed in the same direction a number of times. For closed nonsimple plane curves we obtain
where dG denotes the density for oriented geodesies. This formula, when applied to simple closed curves, taking into account (18.10) and (18.11) of [3] , gives the classical isoperimetric inequality:
L2-4YlE + eF2>0, where e equals -1, 1, or 0 for the hyperbolic, elliptic, or euclidean plane, respectively.
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Let W" be a Riemann manifold of dimension n endowed with the fundamental quadratic form (for a local coordinate system) (see [3, p. are also invariant forms (m = 1, ... , n -1) and they define a measure for 2777-dimensional sets of geodesies. Consider the expression:
for a family of geodesies parametrized in a special way; in particular, for geodesies that join the points of one m-dimensional submanifold of W" to another. We restrict ourselves to W" the n-dimensional hyperbolic, elliptic, or euclidean space, noting that they include any complete, simply-connected Riemann-space with constant curvature.
Let us consider as Pohl [2, p. 1325 ] the following slightly more general situation:
Let Mx, M2 be oriented m-dimensional differentiable manifolds of class C1. Let /: Mx -► W be an immersion, and let F: Mx x M2 -> W" be a continuously differentiable map such that for each fixed x £ Mx the map jcCv) = F(x,y) describes an immersion of M2. We assume as Pohl that F(x, y) =f f(xyfx, y . Let G denote the geodesic that joins f(x) to F(x, y) oriented from f(x) to F(x, y). We are now going to prove equation (2.5) of [2] 
where dum denotes the area element on the unit m-dimensional sphere of center X corresponding to the direction of ex [3, p. 337] (notice that a = L(ex ,ex)). Since the volume element dVx on M at X has the value:
replacing (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), and (2.6) in (2.4) we obtain
Next we compute dum with fixed x . To do this we translate the frame Xex, ... , en parallel along G to Fx(y) obtaining X'e\, ... ,e'". Let S2 be the (m + 1)-dimensional linear space through X' containing e[ and T2, the tangent space to Fx at v . We orient S2 by e{ T2 unless e[ lies in T2, in which case we take either orientation on S2. Let o2 = /.(T2, e[), X'bx, ... , b" be an orthonormal frame such that bx = e\ ; b2, ... , bm+x are in S2 and so chosen that bx ■ -■ bm+x agrees with the given orientation of S2.
We use polar coordinates in S2, with respect to the frame Xb[, ... , b'n (where b\ is the parallel translated vector of /3, from X' to X along G). We now prove that the formulae of Banchoff and Pohl [ 1, §3] are valid without change in the elliptic and hyperbolic n-dimensional spaces. For this purpose we work in an analogous way to Banchoff and Pohl [1] but we make use of some known results of integral geometry [3] .
We first consider the second integral in our result (see (1.1)) and write is defined in Banchoff and Pohl [1, p. 180] . We now prove that sf(M) is stable under rising of the codimension, i.e., if f(M) C W" C W^ then
Comparing [3, (14.69)] firstly for <? -> n , r -> n -m, n -► n + 1, Mq -> U" , and secondly for q -> n, r -> n -m -1, n -> n , Mq -> U" , we obtain with oijp = dep • ej , cop = dp -ep , ojjp + copj = 0, for an orthonormal frame pex, ... , en+x in p, and 7t,a = daa • a,, na = dp • a", nia + nai = 0 for pax, ... , an+x the frame defined as follows: cn = ei, i=l,... ,n-m-l; a"-m = e"+x;
®n-m+l = ?n-m+\ ■> i = 1 , . . . , 777 ; #n+l = en-m ; therefore, \dH"-mt"+x\ = \dHn-m-Xttl\ A A 7z"+i,Q, a = n-m,... ,n.
Since the linking number of an (n -m)-plane h C W"+1 with M does not change regarding h as lying in W" , using Fubini's theorem and integrating k2 we get / k \dHn-mt"+x\ = c"tm / k \dH"-m-X,n\. we use the fact that equations (12.36) and (12.52) of [3] are also valid in hyperbolic and elliptic spaces, so that Evaluating the right-hand side using equation (3.6) for r -» q , # -> n -m -1 ; and taking into account the definition (3.1) in both sides, we compare and get equation (3.5) after few calculations.
Comparing as above, the densities dHn"m," and dHn-m-X,n-X, using orthonormal frames pex, ... ,en and pax, ... , an with ax = ex; at = en-m-i+i i = 2, ... , m + I; am+j = ej j = 2,..., n-m; and using: (which is easy to prove from expression (2.1)), we obtain \dHn.m>n\ = \dH"_m.x>n_m\A(l/m\)\dGm\.
We now integrate the function f(r) = r using Fubini's theorem to get (3.9) Jr\dHn-m,n\ = cm,n/m\Jr\dGm\.
